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P.190. 
New South Wales Police 

STATEMENT in matter of: Place: Major Crime Squad South 

Murder of Kenneth BRENNAN Date: 19th January 1996 

Name: NP205 Tel No.: 

Address: No Fixed Address 

Occupation: Invalid Pensioner 

States:-

1.  statement made by me accurately sets out the evidence which I 

would be prepared, if necessary, to give in court as a witness. The statement is 

true to the best of my knowledge and belief and I make it knowing that, if it is 

tendered in evidence, I shall be liable to prosecution if I have wilfully stated in 

it anything which I know to be false or do not believe to be true. 

2. My age is 46 years. 

3. I don't currently have a fixed address and I usually sleep on the trains. I 

am an invalid pensioner resulting from a motor bicycle accident about ten years 

ago. I have had a couple of strokes and I suffer from a hearing disorder called 

Hyperacusis, which causes me to hear things alot louder than what they are. As 

a result of these strokes I also have a short term and long term memory 

problem. I have problems remembering when things happen, but I usually 

remember when important or significant things happen. I am an alcoholic and 

suffer from alcohol abuse. 

4. I was born ,_._._._._._._._._._NP205 ;but I changed my name by Deed Poll 

to NP205 around 1984. Since then I have always gone by the 

name NP205 with the date of birth 1949. When I go 

out I always carry identification with me in my name. I normally would carry a 

heavy vehicle licence, medicare card and my pension card. 

Witness: Signature: NP205 
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STATEMENT (Continued) in Matter of: Murder of Kenneth BRENNAN 

Name: NP205 

Witness: 

5. In June 1995 I stayed at a half way house called 

there straight after leaving another Half way house at 

I went 

Pendle 

Hill. I only stayed there for a couple of weeks. I went to these half way houses 

after leaving the drug and alcohol unit at Rozelle Hospital. The is 

situated in Five Dock. I wasn't employed at that time. 

Around this time I was suffering from alcohol abuse and I was trying to recover 

from that. Since I left Rozelle Hospital I would normally stay at half way 

houses. 

6. This time in June 1995 was shortly after when I had a stroke and I was 

very unsteady on my feet. My speech was very slurred and indistinct around 

this time. I would generally stay inside at . Occasionally I would 

come to the City on the weekends to go to the cinema but I didn't normally 

frequent the City. 

7. I have a problem remembering dates but I remember that I was at 

during June 1995. I really can't remember going to hospital on 

the 11th of June 1995. It wasn't significant so I honestly can't remember it. I 

don't remember where I was over the long weekend or who I was with, but I 

would have stayed at . I basically have no recollection of that 

weekend at all. I know I have been in Hospital on prior occasions but I can't 

remember what these were for either. 

8. I am not homosexual and have no involvement with the Gay community 

at all. I have nothing against Gay people, I just live and let live. I do have a 

friend who is homosexual but I haven't seen him for a while. 

Signature: NP2051 
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STATEMENT (Continued) in Matter of: Murder of Kenneth BRENNAN 

Name: NP205 

9. I have never heard of a person by the name of Kenneth BRENNAN and 

I have no knowledge of his murder. I don't really have any information which 

could assist Police. Even though I have a memory problem I am sure I would 

remember • ething which was to do with a murder. 

Witness: 
IES 

P/C S/ on. 19/1/96. 

tu,-r---y DRUG 1- c_01--1ot_ 

c 5 ARS. 

Signature: 

Witness: Signature: 

N P205 


